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Dear Friends and Colleagues:
We are pleased to share our NAPHSIS Annual Report for 2019.
The work of NAPHSIS and its members sits at the very nexus of the most valuable data in the country. It not only forms the

foundation of numerous administrative and health data sets, it is the data that establishes individual identity. In fact, most
major life events are in some way connected to the work of NAPHSIS members. Records of births, deaths, marriages and

divorces are the only legal documentation of these “vital” events. The records are used to establish identity, parentage,

property, and civil rights for our citizens every day. The data obtained on the birth certificate provides a wealth of information

needed throughout the nation in measuring key public health indicators such as life expectancy, infant mortality, prenatal
care, low-birth weight and leading causes of death.

In order for vital records to help our country respond to emerging health issues, fraud, tragic natural disasters or terrorist
events, our data must be standardized, timely, complete and accessible. Such capacity requires sophisticated, interoperable

information systems that are expensive to implement and maintain. While progress is being made, it is slow. NAPHSIS and
its member jurisdictions are struggling to build this infrastructure on limited or shrinking budgets, while they also deal with
multi-year hiring freezes and overwhelming expectations to provide data at little to no cost to consumers.

While it’s not unreasonable for the public to expect that the systems that verify their identities and keep them safe from
fraud and identity theft are linked and interoperable, the reality is far from the ideal.

In 2019, NAPHSIS hosted two workshops focused on electronic systems and interoperability to take more proactive steps

towards reaching that ideal. This year’s Annual Report includes a recap of the 2019 Systems & Interoperability Workshops

and NAPHSIS second Identity & Security Conference. These events brought vital records professionals together with their
counterparts and consumers in government and the private sector to work towards a more coordinated approach.

We sincerely hope this annual report provides a greater understanding of the broad scope and diversity of our work and
the critical role vital statistics plays in both public health and identity protection.
Best regards,
Molly Crawford

Shawna Webster, CAE

President, Board of Directors
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Clockwise from the top: NAPHSIS staff (Yvonne Gwandaru, Anthony Stout, Kristin Simpson, Shawna
Webster, Caprice Edwards, Shae Sutton), Attendees at Identity and Security Conference, Attendees
at the Annual Meeting, Corporate Member, QuantumMark at the Identity and Security Conference.
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WHO WE ARE
NAPHSIS is the professional association of vital records and public health statistics offices in the United
States. Formed in 1933, NAPHSIS brings together members from all the states, five territories, New York
City and the District of Columbia.

NAPHSIS Board of Directors: (from left to right) Shawna Webster (staff), Jeff Duncan (UT), Jeremy Peterson (ID), Molly
Crawford (MN), Lou Saadi (KS), Kirk Bol (CO), Mariah Pokorny (SD), Melissa Bird (IA), Shae Sutton (staff), Devin George (LA).
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Protect Identity
Vital records offices produce both the birth and death certificates that are used as legal documentation of identity. Many federal and

state agencies rely on birth certificates for proof of age, proof of citizenship, identification for employment purposes, to issue benefits or
other documents (e.g. driver’s licenses, Social Security cards and Passports) and to assist in determining eligibility for public programs
or benefits. Families rely on death certificates to obtain insurance benefits, access accounts of deceased loved ones and other

activities necessary during a very difficult time. NAPHSIS members help entities determine the validity of their documents and protect
citizens from identity fraud.

Promote Public Health
Vital statistics capture critical health and demographic data. The information our members collect and the statistics they produce
are the foundation for program planning, surveillance and research in areas such as maternal and child health, pandemic disease
control, health disparities, and emerging health concerns.

To support our members in their efforts, NAPHSIS provides national advocacy, technical assistance and training, educational

programs and resources to assist in vital records and health statistics management. NAPHSIS also owns and operates the national
EVVE and STEVE systems (See pages 8 and 10 respectively). EVVE allows federal, state and some private entities to query vital

records data, and STEVE provides a secure platform for member jurisdictions to exchange data with each other and share it with
public health partners.

Our Mission
To serve the vital records community by providing national leadership to advance public health and protect individual identity.

Our Vision
A healthier and more secure world through vital records.
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ADVOCACY
NAPHSIS works with its partners to educate policymakers
about the importance of vital records and infrastructure
modernization, and to secure continued federal investment
in these priorities and the National Vital Statistics System
(NVSS). In 2019, a coalition was formed to advocate for a
substantial federal investment in the nation’s public health
data system. NAPHSIS, together with the Council for State
and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE), the Association for
Public Health Laboratories (APHL) and the Health Information
Management Systems Society (HIMSS) launched the Data:
Elemental to Public Health campaign. By committing $1 billion
over 10 years to modernizing the public health surveillance

2019, NAPHSIS began a process to revise the 2011 Model
Law to expand access to data and update areas affected by
significant social changes.
The Model Law serves to promote uniformity among
jurisdictions in authority, definitions, security, registration and
issuance practices, preservation, disclosure, fees, penalties
and other functions that comprise a jurisdiction system of vital
statistics. A jurisdiction may wish to adopt this revision in total
or may wish to adopt various sections of the Model Act and
Regulations.

enterprise—both upgrading IT systems and recruiting and

The revised version of the Model Law (the sixth revision of the

retaining skilled data scientists— we can transform disease

Model State Vital Statistics Act since 1907) will be released in

surveillance and save lives. More, better, faster data yielded

2020.

by secure, interoperable, integrated systems will allow public
health professionals and policymakers to make smarter, faster

ESTABLISHING AND PROTECTING IDENTITY

decisions and get ahead of chronic, emerging, and urgent
threats.

Providing secure identity solutions in an increasingly electronic world.

The campaign held several Congressional Briefings and won

NAPHSIS oversees a nationwide effort to assist vital records

support of Rep. Rosa Delauro (CT), who championed the
proposed addition to the FY 2020 budget. It passed both the
House and Senate and was funded for $50 Million in its first
year.

THE MODEL LAW
The Model State Vital Statistics Act and Regulations,
referred to as Model Law, were developed for Vital Records
Jurisdictions in preparing their own laws and regulations. In
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offices in developing and implementing secure electronic
systems to register birth and deaths and issue secure identity
documents. Our national EVVE system (more info on pg. 8)
helps state and federal government agencies check the validity
of birth and death documents and safeguards citizens from
those intending to commit identity fraud or acts of terrorism.
This system includes a Fact of Death function, which allows
both government and private organizations to determine if
individuals are deceased.

PARTNERING FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
NAPHSIS and its members work with a number of partners to
improve the availability, accuracy and security of vital records
and national health statistics systems. NAPHSIS key partner
in these activities is the National Center for Health Statistics
(NCHS). NCHS combines vital event data collected by all
jurisdictions and compiles it to create national statistics.
Over the last few years, NAPHSIS has also facilitated datalinkage and quality improvement projects with the CDC’s

The United States Small-Area Life Expectancy Project

Division of Reproductive Health (DRH) and the Health

(USALEEP) is the first public health outcome measure

Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), as well as,

available nationwide at the census tract level—measuring

provided guidance and technical assistance to many others.

life expectancy for nearly every neighborhood in the

NAPHSIS also works with the CDC’s Environmental Public

country. A joint effort of The Robert Wood Johnson

Health Tracking Network to promulgate best practices for, and

Foundation, NAPHSIS and NCHS, USALEEP estimates

awareness of, environmental health tracking efforts within our

provide unparalleled insights into community health and

communities. This work with our partners produces the data

demonstrate that not everyone has the same opportunity

and statistics we hear about in the news every day, which

to be healthy where they live. In early 2020, Maine and

are the foundation and measurement for all public health

Wisconsin census tract level life expectancy estimates

programming.

were released for the first time along with a new interactive
map for the nation.

ACCREDITATION OF VITAL RECORDS OFFICES
Vital Records and Health Statistics (VRHS) Accreditation
standards and measures were approved by the Public Health
Accreditation Board (PHAB) in late 2018 and implemented
in 2019.

These new standards for VRHS offices will

promote the importance of vital statistics work and guide
business operations and quality improvement efforts. Twelve
jurisdictions participated in the first PHAB training held for
potential VRHS Accreditation applicants in June 2019. The
first jurisdictions to become VRHS Accredited are expected to
complete the process in 2020.

Representatives of APHL, HIMSS, CSTE and NAPHSIS, the coalition that
formed the Data: Elemental for Public Health Campaign

DEATH DATA | 5
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The world of identity services is changing rapidly. For state
and federal entities responsible for creating, maintaining and

sponsors Appvion, Northstar, LexisNexis VitalChek, QuantumMark,
AAMVA, and NASPO.

verifying individual identity, providing convenient, secure
services to each and every individual is a daily challenge. The

Over 170 participants from the vital records offices and their

wide-spread use of mobile technology to “stay connected” has

federal, corporate, and public health partners came together

surpassed the government’s ability to provide a consistent and

for the conference, including:

truly interoperable identity system. NAPHSIS and its members
are committed to working with our partners to provide secure
and integrated solutions to safeguard individual identity in an
increasingly online world.
In November of 2019, NAPHSIS held its second two-day
conference on Identity & Security in the Washington, DC
metro area. This event has become an important opportunity
for industry leaders and jurisdiction representatives to come
together for mutual education, training and policy discussions.
The keynote address Identity Evolution by Kim Sutherland from
LexisNexis Risk Solutions offered an amazing glimpse into the
future of identity. The conference was made possible by our
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• 68 representatives from 34 state and local vital 		
records offices
• 28 personnel from federal partners, including the 		
DOS/Passport, ICE, DHS, DOD, Office of Biometric Identity
Management and SSA
• DMV Offices representing 7 states and 12 partners from
AAMVA
• Representatives from the United Nations 		
Development Program, American Immunization Registry
Association, Document Security Alliance, IDEMIA, National
Center for Lesbian Rights, and NASPO International, 		
among many other partner organizations

OCTOBER 8-9, 2019 IN BALTIMORE, MD / DECEMBER 9-10, 2019 IN PHOENIX, AZ
As the fast pace of technology continues to evolve, systems

The two workshops brought together over 150 vital records

development is now a never-ending process. New for this

staff, IT support staff, vendors and public health partners

year, NAPHSIS hosted two workshops to address systems

including:

& interoperability challenges and demands of the vital
records registration systems. These workshops brought
together technical support staff, many of whom had never
participated at a NAPHSIS event before, with the registration
system vendors and public health partners. Kevin Tammearu
from Cybernetica also spoke at the conference and shared
insights into Estonia’s state-issued digital identity. This

conference was made possible by our sponsors Axiell,
Gcom Software, Netsmart, QuantumMark, Ruvos and VitalChek.

• 88 representatives from 38 state and local vital 		
records offices
• 10 personnel from federal partners, including 		
NCHS, EPHTN and NIH
• Representatives from the American Immunization
Registry Association, the Association of Public Health
Laboratories, the Center for Medical Interoperability,
Cybernetica, and many other partner organizations
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EVVE VERIFICATION SERVICES
Birth certificates are the most requested document when an

issuance. The bottom line is, if a birth certificate ever

individual is asked to prove his or her identity, especially when

crosses the desk of any government agency, that agency

applying to get a passport or drivers license. Although there are

should use EVVE to verify that the document is authentic.

standard fields contained in a birth certificate, each state has

EVVE is the only system in existence which allows the

their own unique version of this essential breeder document, and

user to query actual vital records data. Through the EVVE

because they don’t ever expire, a birth certificate from 1935 is

system, authorized users can submit an electronic query to

STILL VALID. It is estimated that there are over 14,000 different

any participating vital records jurisdiction throughout the

versions of valid birth certificates in circulation at any given time

country to verify the contents of a paper birth certificate or

in the United States. How can a DMV or Passport office tell the

to request an electronic certification. An electronic response

difference between a REAL birth certificate and a fake one?

from the participating vital records jurisdiction either verifies
or denies a match with their official records. The EVVE system

The EVVE system, owned and operated by NAPHSIS,

will also flag positive responses where the person matched

allows immediate confirmation of the information on a birth

is now deceased—an important aspect for purposes of fraud

certificate presented by an applicant to a government office

prevention.

anywhere in the nation, regardless of the place or date of

HOW EVVE WORKS

A single or
batch query is
generated.
STEP 1
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The generated
request goes to
EVVE Hub.
STEP 2

EVVE Hub
sends request
to jurisdiction
specified in the
request for where
the event occurred.

A check against
the jurisdiction’s
vital records
database is
made.

STEP 3

STEP 4

Results (match
or no match) are
returned to EVVE
Hub.
STEP 5

EVVE Hub sends
results back to
generated source.
STEP 6

Each year, the identities

queries containing millions of records at one time. These queries

of

nearly

million

are checked against the death databases of all participating

Americans

jurisdictions simultaneously, and the matches are returned to

are stolen and used to

the user. In 2019, 43 states and territories, encompassing 65%

fraudulently open credit

of all deaths in the nation, were participating in the system.

deceased

2.5

card accounts, apply for
loans and get cellphone

For more information about EVVE and the FOD product, contact us at
evve-help-desk@naphsis.org.

or other services. Nearly
800,000 of those are
deliberately

stolen

because they are known
to be deceased, and considered easy targets — roughly 2,200
a day. This kind of fraud exists in every part of the benefit and
insurance industry. How can these entities access real time fact
of death data?
The EVVE FOD product offers a comprehensive data set allowing
both government and private organizations to search participating
jurisdictions’ death records to either verify that a death has
occurred, and if it has occurred, to learn where and when. Users
may submit a single query regarding an individual or a batch of

NAPHSIS exhibiting at AAMVA

EVVE Fact of Death customers include:
• State pension agencies • Large insurance companies
• State finance agencies • DMVs
• FBI bureaus • State law enforcement agencies
• Federal pension agencies • State unclaimed property agencies
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STEVE

DATA EXCHANGE & INTEROPERABILITY

29 million records 30 thousand files

• automated transmission options • maximizing data sharing
• optimizing file configuration & automation

Vital records jurisdictions need a secure and efficient way to send notification

of an individual’s death to the jurisdiction where that person was born to mark

the record with a deceased indicator and prevent fraud. Since 2009, this
transmission of vital event information has been conducted through NAPHSIS’
secure, point-to-point messaging system, STEVE - State and Territorial
Exchange of Vital Events. A jurisdiction can use STEVE to send files to the

CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), other jurisdictions, or other
public health partners. When a jurisdiction uploads this file, STEVE encrypts the

file and transmits it to all recipients at the same time. Because each jurisdiction

sets its exchange rules in the system, STEVE assures full compliance with each
jurisdiction’s statutes and regulations regarding data release and privacy. With
fifty-three (53) of the fifty-seven (57) jurisdictions participating in STEVE, we are

closer than ever to having 100% participation for all vital records jurisdictions
in the United States.

The future of STEVE has been discussed heavily in 2019 as we look towards full

automation through advancing technologies, including a prototyped application

programming interface (API) planned for production in 2020. Working with
recommendations for interoperability from HL7 International, the API would
also bring a translation service which would convert the flat text file currently

used (commonly known as the IJE file) into a Fast Healthcare Interoperability
Resource (FHIR), and back. This translation service would open doors for

others adopting HL7 FHIR standards to readily send and receive data with
vital records offices using STEVE, even with current vital records registration
systems in place.

A new project with the CDC Division of Reproductive Health (DRH) and six pilot

jurisdictions will demonstrate the capability of STEVE to ease the data sharing
burden for jurisdictions. Using the DRH pilot jurisdictions to setup routes to a

DRH mailbox will pave the way for other jurisdictions to easily onboard, and
as a model for future public health partners. The expanded use of STEVE by
jurisdictions will ultimately mean more timely data available to all.
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REVENUE AND EXPENSES BY SOURCE 2019

REVENUES

12

EXPENSES
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2020 EVENTS

Vital Records and their Administration:
Operations and Legal Aspects
March 2-4
Salt Lake City UT

NAPHSIS Annual Meeting
June 1-3
Omaha, Nebraska
Cancelled

Looking ahead, NAPHSIS is poised to deliver systems that will prevent improper payments, stop fraud,
protect identity and promote real-time public health surveillance. To achieve those goals, NAPHSIS must
continue to help its members reach their modernization goals and upgrade systems when necessary.
The vital records community is always striving to find balance between a quality and timely public health
statistics delivery system that will lead to measurable improvements in population health and fulfilling
its role in legal registration and issuance. NAPHSIS is committed to providing long-term, sustainable
services that will allow its members to achieve both objectives and is currently exploring new and
innovative business models with various partners.
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Vital Records and Their Administration:
Statistics and Data Quality
August 2-5
Louisville, KY

NAPHSIS Identity & Security Conference
November 30 - December 1
Washington, DC

Vital records are the bedrock of public health: the data by which our nation’s health is measured and the
most timely and accurate data in the country for a myriad of health and administrative needs. NAPHSIS
is committed to leading a coordinated, collaborative effort with various stakeholders to secure and
provide access to this VITAL source of data.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Website: www.naphsis.org
Email: hq@naphsis.org

